
 
NEW! Booking and payment of classes can now be carried out online which may save you money and which will 

save me admin time – especially if you come to classes in the Chew Valley as well as at Yeofit. 

Bookings can be made by clicking http://lynnejoynerfitness.co.uk 

 Please note that community classes in the Chew Valley are term time only – see above for details 

 Classes at Yeofit are generally available at least 48 weeks in the year 

 When booking online, blocks of classes can be rolled over and are not restricted to term time only 

Memberships available: 

 Block book 10 classes for £50. Includes: all classes at Yeofit (except Pilates) and includes Zumba and Barre 

 Block book 10 Pilates classes for £90.  Community Pilates classes around the valley can be booked online. 

Monthly payments: 

 BRONZE £30 per month. Includes unlimited classes at Yeofit (except Pilates).Includes any Zumba and Barre 

 SILVER £49 per month.  Includes unlimited classes at Yeofit, Pilates once a week, any Zumba and Barre. 

 GOLD £59 per month.  Includes unlimited classes at Yeofit, 2 Pilates classes per week, any Zumba and 

Barre.  This suits those coming twice a week to Pilates or couples. 

If you have a requirement that isn’t listed then please ask me for a quotation.  ALL CLASSES ARE ON MOVEGB 

Monthly Payments  (Effective from 1st January and document updated 12th March 2019) 

 The costs of the classes are spread over the whole year, divided by 12 and paid by standing order.  
              (it can be cancelled anytime – ideally after a term or a year) 

 You have to set up and/or amend the standing order yourself with the bank so you are in full control. 

 It reduces my admin time in collecting payments and rewards, helps with my cash flow, and it rewards those 
that are loyal to and plan to keep coming to classes. 

 Generally there are 3 terms of 12 weeks in an academic year that amount to approx. 36 weeks 
              (Half terms and school holidays at Christmas, Easter and in the Summer, are not included in the offer) 
 
Bearing in mind that some of you know you may be away for some of the time on holiday etc my promotion is: 
SPECIAL OFFER:   3 free sessions per year or 1 per term 

 Standing orders can be made out to: Mrs L M Joyner, Account No: 20024074 Sort Code: 40-47-87.  

 Text/ Tel 07748 963297 Email lynne@thejoyners.co.uk  

 You can cancel any time but ideally I would ask you to sign up for at least a year from when you first start 
your standing order. 

 
               Discount of 3 weeks per year 

                                                  Per month 

Pilates:  (36 x £8 = £288 £24 per 
month) 

33 x £8=£264/12  £22 

Zumba or Barre (36 x £6 = £216 £18 per 
month) 

33 x £6=£198/12 £16.50 

Zumba or Barre and Pilates (£8+£4) (36 x £12 = £432 £36 per 
month) 

33x£12=£396/12 £33 

2 x Pilates per week/or for couples (36x2x£8 = £576 £48 per 
month) 

33x£16=£528/12 £44  

2 x Pilates + Barre or Zumba (£16 + £4)      (36 x £20 = £720      £60 per             33 x £20=£660/12   £55                
                                                                                                               Month) 
Barre and Zumba                                              (36 x £10 = £360     £30 per             33 x £10= £330/12   £27.50          
                                                                                                                Month) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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